The complete channeling of energy from alpha particles is likely to be realized only through the excitation of a variety of waves, rather than by one wave alone. While one wave constrains more firmly the direction of the energy transfer, the necessary wave characteristics are far more easily achieved through a combinatioif of waves, even at the expense of less restrictive motion of the a-particles. 
INTRODUCTION
. Fusionrcacmrsburniagdcuteriumandtritium~T) fuel are sustained by a-particle heating. Generally, the a-particles heat mainly electrons through cwlomb collisions. However, in the presence of appropriate waves, the a-particles might amplify these waves on a Collisionlesstimtscalc . Ifthcwavesthcnsveabsoabed either by electrons traveling hone direction to ~ccom-plish c m n t Qive [l] ar cue absorbed by fuel ions for incmued Tc(1ctiyity [23, the a-pmicle power has been effectively " c w to accanpIish more useful functions than meze electron heating. The amplification of the waves can occur if there is a population inversion in the a-particles along the wave diffusion path, where the diffusion path points from high energy a-particles in the plasma center to low energy a-particles at the plasma periphery. Complete channeling of the a-particle power to ions would result in about a factor of two in the fusion power density, where most of this increase is due to the operation in the so-called "hot-ion" mode [3,4].
Although, in principle, substantial channeling of This work shows that qualitatively different behavior occurs when a-particies are resonant with more than 01tc kind of wave. In particular, we show that waves in the ion cyclotron range of frequencies, such * plasma periphery.
as the ion Bernstein wave 0, may be combined to good effect with low frequency waves, such as the toroidal m e n eigenmode (TAE). For Certstin a- particles, it can be seen that the presence of only either of these waves leads to almost no energy extracted, while almost complete energy extraction can occur when both waves are present. The extent to which substantially all the a-particles can be conmlled in a similar fashion will determine the utility of using such waves.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we review the issues in energy extraction by one wave. In Sec. 3, we show how qualitatively different behavior can occur with more than one wave. In Sec. 4, we show as an example how an ion Bernstein wave and a TAE-like wave can possess complementary functions. In Sec. 5, we discuss the limitations and implications of this work.
CONSTRAINING DIFFUSION To ONE

DIMENSION
The energy of the a-particles is best tapped by diffusing them in energy and space. The channeling occurs when the diffusion path connects high energy a-particles at the plasma center to low energy Qparticles at the plasma periphery. When one wave is utilized, there can be only one diffusion path, so that there are stringent constraints on the a-particle motion. If the path is chosen appropriately, then, if an a-particle gains energy, it must diffuse to the tokamak periphery; conversely, if it were to lose energy in interacting with the wave, it must diffuse to the tokamak center. The a-particle motion is constrained to lie on a one dimensional curve, a line. Thus, particles diffused by the wave to the tokamak periphery give up a precise amount of energy to the wave which is proportional to their distance traveled in reaching the periphery.
For simplicity in explaining the effect, consider a slab geometry, where one can write the ratio of dis-ptacement of the guiding center in the z-direction, ~ *Axgc, to energy iburbed as Ax, = -kvAe f m h .
(1)
This quantity is determured by wave and particle pwmctms only; w is the wave frequency, k, is the wavtriumbct in thc y-difection, m is the CY-particle mass and R = qB/m is the CY-particle gyr~frquency.
In the slab c(LsR, upon repeated interactions with the wave, a particle will trace a line in e -xs space.
Suppose that tht plasm boundary is at x = a, i.e., a-particles can only leave at z = a. The plasma center is at x = 0, by which is meant that no a-particles can leave at z = 0. Far efficient channeling, one would then quire Ax,/Ae -a/€*, where Q is the extent of the plasma and ea is the a-particle birth energy. If instead AzJAe >> u/e&, then the a-particle would be extracted from the center w i t h almost all its energy hwt, whereas if Axgc/Ae << a/€*, then the CYparticles arc not extractabIe from the plasma center. In this case, a popdaticm inversion is not likely to occur, and the wave will not be amplified.
In toroidal geometry, particles interacting w i t h one wave trace a line in e-p-P+ space, where p = rnv:/2B is the magnetic moment, c = p B + m$/2 is the kinetic energy, and P+ = R(mB,+vll/B -qAg), is the canonical angular momentum, and where A+ is the vector potential. Each point in c-p-P,+ space represents a single guiding center orbit for trapped particles, and, fop each sign of VII, a passing particle orbit. Given c, p, and P+y and the sign of 011 for passing orbits, it may be determined if the orbit intersects the plasma periphery, thus losing the particle [12, 131. Particles tend to follow closely the magnetic surfaces, i.e., surfaces of constant RA+, so that the particle position is largely determined by Pd, especially for low energy particles.
Upon interaction with a wave with toroidal mode number nd, and absorbing energy Acy P,+ changes by AP4 = (n,+/~)Ae.
(2)
Assume that the exchange of energy occurs only for particles satisfying the resonance condition
where n is an integer, then, upon absorbing energy Ac, p changes by Ap = ( n Z e / w ) A e , (4) where e is the charge on an electron and, for aparticles, 2 = 2. Thus, upon repeated interaction with one wave, the constants of motion, ey p, and Pd, trace a line.
Waves with the appropriate characteristics must be excited both to extract energy and to deliver the aparticle to the periphery. A particularly promising wave in a tokamak is the mode converted IBW wave, excited with high ko, where 8 is the poloidal mode number [lo] . This wave breaks the p invariance of the a-particle motion, but its excursion is limited, by Eq.(2), if nd is not sufficiently large. In Fig. 1 , we show the orbit of an a-particle interacting with an IBW wave with ng = 50. The outer orbit is the largest orbit the particle can sample and still be resonant with the wave. In this orbit, the a-particle has lost about 2j3 of its initial energy and essentially all of its perpendicular energy. At this point, constrained through Eq.(4), the a-particle can lose no more energy and so can not quite make it to the periphery. The magnetic geometry for this case is "R-like, with concentric circular flux surfaces, 2 MA toroidal current, and 5.3 T toroidal field. The major radius at the magnetic axis is & = 2.6 m, and the minor radius is a = 1 m.
The mode-converted wave, at 32 MHz, exists near the mode conversion layer in a vertical slab between 1.05 and 1.15 R/&. "he vertical extent of the slab is the full tokamak minor cross-section, while the horizontal extent is 26 cm. The a-particle could be extracted either in a lower current equilibrium or in the presence of a higher mode number IBW wave. However, in practice, higher mode numbers in a "R-size tokamak would be difficult to excite efficiently. 
DIFFUSION ALONG A TWO DIMENSIONAL SURFACE
There are a number of obstacles in channeling aparticle power with just one wave. First, the necessary wave characteristics are difficult to obtain. In the case &Fig. 1, these high-n4 d s ilre not easily excited in a tokamak. Second, even if such a wave could be excited, it tends mainly to extract the perpendicular energy only of the a-particle. Third, there is the possibility of "hard landings" [ 111; if the a-particle were born away fn#n the plasma center, it would have a shorter distance to travel to the periphery, and, hence, it would leave with much dits energy intact.
A qualitatively Werent picture emerges when more than one wave interacts with the a-particle. Considex, again for simplicity, a slab geometry. If the waves induce different ratios of Axgc/Ac, the aparticles are no longer constrained to a line in x -~ space. If an a-particle encounters the periphery, its energy is no longer immehte * lydetermured * fromits initial coordinates; its energy at the wall would depend on the history of how it d v e d kicks fromeach of the waves w i t h which it was resonant. However, by interacting with morc than one wave, the constraints on each of the waves for expelling the a-particle are relaxed. In addition, depending on the waves involved, it m y be that, even though the aparticle is not constrained to lose energy upon expulsion fromthe plasma, the a-particle may still be vastly predbposed to lose energy to the waves rather than to gain energy. Clearly, in the presence of either resonance only, aparticles sample only line segments, whereas in the presence of both resonances at once, a-particles can sample a two-dimensional volume in 2 -6 space. In the presence of just one wave, the a-particle may not be able to access the plasma boundary, but if it does come into contact w i t h the boundary, it is constrained to do so at one precise energy. On the other hand, when diffusion along multiplediffusion path occurs, it is appar- 'Ikze are, however, a number of ways in which control can be exercised in the presence of multiple waves. Let us imagine particles diffusing along multiple diffusion paths as receiving random kicks in a 2-D web. Strands within the web may be removed or strengthened by means of resonance conditions. Thus, although the kicks are random, structure in the web or surface itself can lead to diffusion in a definite direction. As an example, consider Fig. 2b , where we imagine that diffusion in energy is of finite extent, whereas the diffusion in space is energydependent, say, with signiscant diffusion only at low energy. Such an energydependent diffusion in space only has, in fact, been investigated [14, 151. Clearly, all a-particles must leave the plasma at low energy, so that there is net extraction of the a-particle energy.
Intoroidalgeometry The IBW wave is modeled as described in the text accompanying Fig. 1 . The mode that we call "TAElike," has certain characteristics in common with a TAE mode, but we do not attempt to be precise either with respect to the Illode or the wave-particle interaction. Rather, key features of the interaction with the TAE mode, or other similar modes, are retained. SpeciscaUy, we irnagine this mode to be sufficiently below the ion cyclotron frequency that the invariance of p is not broken, i.e, the only resonances encountered are Landau resonances, n = 0, in .Eq.(3). Hence, in interacting w i t h the wave, the a-particle experiences kicks in e-p-F'+ space w i t h p conserved.
While the diffusion path for the TAE-like mode is exact for my wave with frequency w and toroidal modc number n6, the prubability of it kick and the possible correltltion between kicks depend on more precise wave modtls than are employed here. Our assumption, which may not model precisely any low frequency mode, is that the mode is global, but a significant wave-particle interaction occurs only where there is a local resonance. This (Y- particles, Since there must be overlap of the TAE modes t o deliver an a-particle to the bumby. This can be modeled through a resonance broadening -at very small wave amplitudes, the wave-particle resonances given by Eq.(3) must be satisfied exactly, while for larger amplitudes, this condition acquires a finite width, the extent of which depends on the wave amplitude. In practice, only a finite width resonance is effective at expelling the a-particles. Thus, the model TAE-like made at a given n4 and at a given w expels a-particles with the same exit energy as a TAE mode with the same wave characteristics, and, like the TAE mode, expels these a-particles only if a threshold condition is met.
Recall Fig. 1 , where the interaction of an a-particle w i t h only an IBW wave is shown. The succession of orbits depicted assumes that between orbits the a-particle has lost energy to the wave according to
Eqs.(2) and (4).
The result is that the a-particle can not reach the plasma periphery by interacting only with this wave. Now consider instead the interaction of this a-particle with only a TAE-like made; in Fig. 3a such an interaction is depicted, where, upon repeated interactions, the a-particle orbit can explore the set of orbits shown. The a-particle begins near the plasma center at 3.5 MeV; it can then explore the outer orbits, with the outemst orbit at 2.7 MeV. None of these orbits, however, intersects the plasma boundary, so the a-particle remains bracketed in both position and energy.
The simultaneous presence of both of these waves, however, leads to different behavior. In Fig. 3b , we depict the a-particle succeeding in reaching the plasma periphery, if both waves are present, and if the a-particle always loses energy upon resonating w i t h either wave. In this case, where all kicks are to lower energy, the a-particle loses 2.3 MeV to the waves before exiting at the plasma periphery.
In the case that only one wave is present, the complete set of orbits accessible to the a-particle is a line in e-p-P4 space and can be generated simply: Generate one set of orbits by assuming that between orbits the a-particle only loses energy and generate a second set of orbits by assuming that between orbits the a-particle only gains energy; the accessible space is the union of these two sets. Thus, in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 3% it is possible to conclude that if the a-particle loses energy, it must be found somewhere in the set of orbits depicted. In the case of two waves, however, the accesible region is a surface in e-p-P4 space, and Fig. 3b represents only one possible realization. Although in the realization depicted the a-particle did reach the periphery while losing energy, there is no guarantee that this need occur most of the time for random kicks. What has been shown, however, is that there is at least a realizable pathway to the periphery and to lower energy. It is clear, in addition, that if there is one sequence of kicks that results in the a-particle exiting the plasma, then, if the a-particle receives random kicks from the wave, it must eventually exit the plasma,
In Fig. 4 , we show the exit energy as a function of exit time for the same 0-particle subjected to random sequences of kicks. Interestingly, the sequence that leads to the most direct exit, namely the sequence depicted in Fig. 3b in which energy is always extracted, does not lead to the largest extracted energy at the particle exit. Note too that, although the aparticle can wander around for long times before exiting, nonetheless, substantial energy is still extracted. In Fig. 5 , we integrate over the exit times to show the distribution of exit energies for random sequences of kicks. The wave-particle interaction depicted in Figs. 3-5 is not necessarily optimized for energy extraction.
In Fig. 6 , by modifying somewhat the wave characteristics, we demonstrate how substantially all of the energy might be extracted from the same Qparticle. Here, there is substantially less overlap in space between the IBW waves and theTAE-like d e , so that the a-particle first interacts with the TAE-like mode, essentially diffusing in one dimension, and then subsequently interacts with the IBW wave, also essentiallydiffusingonaline. Inthiscase, asintheprevious one, the presence of both waves is required to expel the a-particle. In Fig. 7 , we show the distribution of exit energies for random sequences of kicks and for waves as given in Fig. 6 . Note that the a-particle tends to exit in a band of energies even narrower than in that what may be the perfect combination of waves for some a-particles, may not be effective at all in channehg energy from other a-particks. Thus, the next step must be to show that many a-particles can be controlled effectively by the same set of waves. Also, the t i m e scale far producing the channeling effect must be shorter than the a-particle slowing down time. In the simulations described here, this is assumed to be the case. The wave amplitudes required to produce this effect are probably realizable in smaller tokamak reactors if substantidly all the a-particle power is chnelai into the waves, but, until a better model of the waves is employed, this is by no means certain.
F d y , t h e -
'c circular flux surfaces used here are usefully simple, but neither an optimal f l o~ even a reahable magnetic geometry for a tokmakmctor.
Nonetheless, 8s a first step to the development of the channeling scenario, this paper does demomwe possibilitiesiaherentinin~gsevddifferentkindsof waves. Thecomlmm ' 'on of waves put f d here, one in tbc ion cyck&xm range o f frequencies or of higher frequency to break the p-invariarnt, and one lower frequency wave to move a-particles large distances with relatively little energy exchange, appears to work well. The exploration of TAE-like modes is already quite developed, because of the potentially deleterious effects associated with the ejection of energetic a-particles by these waves. Now there may be a further impetus, associated with possibly advantageous effects, for studying and controlling these modes.
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